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Abstract 

In this report an efficient yet rigorous method is presented for the analysis of electrically 
thick rectangular microstrip antennas and wire antennas with a dielectric cover. The 
method of moments is used in combination with the exact spectral domain Green's func
tion in order to find the unknown currents on the antenna. The microstrip antenna is 
fed by a coaxial cable. A proper model of the feeding coaxial structure is used. In addi· 
tion, a special attachment mode has been applied to ensure continuity of current at the 
patch-coax transition. The effieciency of the method of moments is improved by using 
the so called source term extraction technique, where a great part of the infinite integrals 
involved with the method of moment formulation is calculated analytically. Furthermore, 
computation time can be saved by selecting a set of basis functions that describes the 
current distribution on the patch and probe in an accurate way using only a few terms 
of this set. Thick microstrip antennas have broadband characteristics. However, a proper 
match to 50 n is often difficult. This matching problem can be avoided by using a slightly 
different excitation structure. The patch is now electromagnetically coupled to the feeding 
probe. A bandwidth of more than 40 percent (V SW R < 2) can easily be obtained for this 
type of microstrip antenna. The price that has to be paid is a degradation of the radiation 
characteristics. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Over the past decade, microstrip antennas and -array's have become quite popular ow
ing to features such as light weight, conformalibility and potentially low production costs. 
There are many applications for microstrip antennas ranging from mobile communications 
to phased array radar systems. Due to the planar structure of microstrip antennas, it is 
possible to integrate the active devices together with the feeding network and radiating 
elements. This can also reduce production costs significantly, especially for large volume 
production. For some of these applications a bandwidth of only a few percent is required. 
However, in most practical applications a larger bandwidth is required. For mobile satel
lite communication a bandwidth of at least 6.5 percent is needed whereas for certain radar 
systems bandwidth requirements of more then 40 percent can be expected. 

In figure 1.1 the side view is shown of a single microstrip antenna. The antenna con
sists of a groundplane covered with a dielectric substrate. The patch is located in or on 
the dielectric and is fed by a coaxial cable. Other excitation principles are also possible -
a microstrip line, for example. 

One way to improve the bandwidth of a microstrip element is by using a thicker substrate. 
Another way to improve the bandwidth of a microstrip antenna is by using capacitive ele
ments above the patch (stacked structure) or parallel to the patch (gap-coupled structure). 
In this report we have chosen for the first option, that is, bandwidth improvement by using 
an electrically thick dielectric substrate. In order to be able to analyse electrically thick 
microstrip antennas fed by a coaxial cable, a rigorous model has to be used. The thickness 
of the antenna and the presence of the feeding probe (often neglected in simple models) 
have to be incorporated in the analysis. Therefore we shall use the method of moments for 
the analysis of thick microstrip antennas. This approach uses the exact spectral domain 
Green's function, which implies that all effects are included. In [1,7,8J this method has 
been applied to electrically thin microstrip antennas, where the presence of the feeding 
probe can be neglected. 

Usually one is interested not only in the performance of a single isolated microstrip an
tenna, but in array's of microstrip antennas. So it is very important that the computation 
time involved with a rigorous analysis of one single thick microstrip antenna is minimized. 

1 



2 Introduction 

substrate patch 

infinite 

- coax cable 

Figure 1.1: Microstrip antenna fed by a coaxial cable (side view) 

We have therefore chosen for a set of basis functions that describes the current distribution 
on the patch and probe in an accurate way, using only a few basis functions of this set. 
Furthermore a special attachment mode is used at the patch-probe transition to ensure 
continuity of current. In addition to this, special analytical and numerical techniques have 
to be used to reduce the computation time needed to evaluate the infinite integrals involved 
with the method of moments formulation [4J. 

The organisation of this report is as follows. First a proper model of the feeding coax
ial structure is discussed. Therefore a wire antenna embedded in a dielectric substrate 
above a infinite groundplane is investigated. In fact, this chapter serves as an introduction 
to chapter 3, where a rigorous method for the analysis of electrically thick microstrip an
tennas is presented. Some applications of this model with broadband characteristics shall 
be discussed. And finally, in chapter 4 the far field pattern of thick microstrip antennas is 
investigated. 



Chapter 2 

Analysis of a wire antenna 
embedded in a substrate above a 
groundplane using a spectral domain 
moment method 

2.1 Introduction 

We will consider the wire antenna here because it serves as an introduction for the rigor
ous analyses of probe-fed thick microstrip antennas. A lot of research has already been 
performed on wire antennas in free space using different types of models. We have checked 
the correctness of our method with these models. 

2.2 Model description 

We will assume that the current distribution is located at the outer surface of the perfectly 
conducting wire. We will also assume that this surface current has no component in the q, 
direction, i.e. 

(2.1) 

In figure 2.1 the geometry of the structure is shown. The wire antenna has a diameter 2a 
and is located in a substrate with a permittivity fr above a perfectly conducting infinite 
ground plane. The antenna is fed by a coaxial cable with inner diameter 2a and outer 
diameter 2b. 
The wire antenna is excited by the fields in the coaxial aperture. At frequencies for which 
kb < 0.1, the fields in the coaxial aperture can be modelled by the fields corresponding to 

3 
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Figure 2.1: Wire antenna embedded in a substrate (side view) 
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the groundmode, i.e. the TEM-mode. The fields in the aperture then take the form (z=O): 

(2.2) 

Where V is the voltage between the inner and outer conductor of the coaxial cable and I is 
the total current at the base (z=O) of the wire antenna. Note that the base current I has 
to be calculated. Ones I is known the input impedance of the antenna can be determined 
with the simple formula: 

V 
Zin = I(z = 0) (2.3) 

In our model the electric field in the coaxial aperture is used as a source. This source can 
also be modelled by a magnetic current distribution in the aperture of the coax: 

(2.4) 

In literature this source model is often called the "Magnetic frill excitation model". 

2.3 Green's function of a z-directed dipole 

In [1] the Green's function of an x- and y-directed dipole embedded in a substrate above 
an infinite groundplane was calculated in the spectral domain. In this section the spectral 
domain Green's function of a z-directed dipole is determined. In figure 2.2 the geometry 
of the layered structure is shown. 
The dipole is located at the point (xo, Yo, zo). We shall now trie to find the fields at (x,y,z) 
due to the vertical dipole. With a time-dependence ejwt , Maxwell's equations take the 
form: 

V" X € = -jW/Lo-H 

V" X -H = jWi€ + j 
(2.5) 

W is the radial frequency, i the permittivity and /Lo the permeability of the medium under 
consideration. j is the current density in the medium. The electric and magnetic fields 
can be expressed in terms of the vector potential .A and scalar potential ¢>: 

~ 1 ~ 
1-l = -V" X A 

/Lo 

€ = -jw.A - V"¢> 
(2.6) 
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substrate z 

d 

zO 

o 
/ 

infinite groundplane 

Figure 2.2: Vertical electric dipole in a substrate above a groundplane 

The divergence of the vector potential .A can be specified with the Lorentz gauge: 

This results in the following expression for the electric and magnitic fields: 

f = -}k~ [k' A + V(v . .A)] 
~ 1 ~ 

'H. = -V x A 
p'o 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

In the above expression the wavenumber k = W.,jfP.O is used. Substituting the above 
expression in Maxwell's equations (2.5), results in the Helmholtz equation for the vector 

potential .A: 
(2.9) 

The vector potential can be expressed in terms of the dyadic Green's function: 

(2.10) 

In order to solve the boundary value problem, we have to apply the boundary conditions of 
the fields at the z=O and z=d plane. Fields in the substrate (=region 1) are indicated with 
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an index 1 and fields in free space (region 2) are indicated by an index 2. The boundary 
conditions can then be written in the form: 

Z = 0 plane: e. x fl = 0 

Z = d plane: e. x fl = e. x f. (2.11) 

It is not possible to find a closed form expression for the vector potential in the space 
(x,y,z) domain. In the spectral domain however, a solution for the above boundary value 
problem can be easily obtained. We shall therefore transform all quantities to the spectral 
domain. For a general function F(x,y) the Fourier transform and it's corresponding inverse 
Fourier transform are defined as: 

(2.12) 

If we choose AIr = AI. = A 2r = A 2• = 0 , we finally find the vector potential in medium 
1 due to a z -directed dipole: 

With 

A - G - .Jk.ro eik ... 
1z - hz - Pot::" 

Nm = kl cos kId + jk2tr sin kId 

Tm = k2tr cos kId + jkl sin kId 

kl = trk~ - k; - k~ 

k2 -k2 k2 k2 
2-0-x-1I 

(Im(kl) < 0) 

(Im(k2) < 0) 

The spectral coordinates (kr, k.) can also be written in terms of polar coordinates: 

kr = kofl cos Q k. = kofl sin Q 

The above expression can also be written in the form: 

(2.13) 

cos klz . 
klTm [trk2sinkl (d- zo) -Jklcoskl{d- zo)] 0 ~ z ~ Zo 
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(2.14) 

If we want to find an expression for the electric and magnetic fields due to a z -directed 
dipole we have to be careful in determining the z-component of the electric field. Let 

(2.15) 

Then according to equation (2.8) and (2.10), the z- component of the electric field in the 
substrate due to a z -directed dipole can be written as: 

(2.16) 

The difficulty in determining EIz is now that o.G3 has a discontinuity for z = zoo This 
implies that the second derivative O.2G3 contains a 0 function. Thus: 

(2.17) 

Combining the preceeding equations results in: 

(2.18) 

The other components of the electric field and the three components of the magnetic field 
in the spectral domain can be obtained without any difficulties: 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

For a general z -directed current distribution in the substrate the electric and magnetic 
fields in the substrate can be expressed in terms of the Fourier transform of this current 
distribution: 

f 1(x,y,z) = -;'100 100 

{Q(kr,k.,zo,z).J.(kr,k.,zo)e.dzoe-jksre-jk'·dkrdk. 
41r -00 -00 J zo 
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With: 

0 0 Q",. 

Q(k"" k., zo, z) = 0 0 Q •• (2.21) 

0 0 Q .. 

and 

With: 

o 0 Q"",. 

Qh(k""k.,zo,z) = 0 0 Qh •• (2.22) 

000 

J.(k"" k., zo)i. is the Fourier transform of the z -directed current density J.(xo, Yo, zo)i •. 
Note that the zero elements in (2.21) and (2.22) are not equal to zero for a general current 
distribution in the substrate. In chapter 3 the other elements of these two matrices will 
also be defined. 

2.4 Calculation of the current distribution on the 
wire antenna 

2.4.1 Moment method formulation 

On the outer surface of the wire antenna (r=a) the total tangentiel electric field has to 
be zero. The total electric field can be divided in two parts, i.e. a component due to the 
currents on the wire ({wire) and a component due to the magnetic current in the coaxial 
aperture ({frill). The boundary condition on the outer surface of the wire now takes the 
form: 

(2.23) 

The next step in the method of moments formulation is the expansion of the unknown 
current on the wire in basis functions: 

00 

J.(ro) = e • .7.(ro) = L InJ.n(ro) (2.24) 
n=l 
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t wire can then be written as: 

JW 2 ~ 
= -"k2(k + VV.)Awire(f') 

= -Jk'~(k2 + VV.)JJ.. g(r,~o).j(ro) dSo 
wire 

= _{~(k2 + VV.) J L Q{r,r'o). EInj.n(ro) dSo 
WIre n=l 

(2.25) 

00 ~ 

= E In£nwire( f') 
n=l 

Substituting the above expression in (2.23) gives: 

00 

ii x (E Intnwire + t lrill ) = 0 for r = a (2.26) 
n=1 

Introduce a residue according to: 

(2.27) 

Fysically the above equation has to be satisfied at all points on the outer surface of wire. 
We shall relax this condition a little bit. The residue is weighted to zero with weighting 
functions j.m: 

(2.28) 

Where Sm is the region on the wire for which weighting function j.m is unequal zero. This 
then results in a set of linear equations: 

E In J [ tnwire.l,m dSm + J [ t,rill.j.m dSm = 0 for m = 1,2... (2.29) 
n=l iSm 1sm 

This set of equations can be written in the well known form: 

00 

E InZ:"n + V~ = 0 for m = 1,2 ... 
n=l 

or 

[ZU][I] + [V'] = [0] (2.30) 

with 

Z" mn 
2J [ ~ ~ = 411' 1Sm £nwire(X, y, z)..J,m(Z) dSm 

v.' m 
2J [ ~ ~ = 411' 1sm £lrill(X, y, z)..Jzm(Z) dSm (2.31 ) 

2J~ ~ ~ = -411' . 'Hmwire(X, y, O).Mlrill(X, y, 0) dxdy 
frill 
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In order to rewrite an element of the excitation vector [V'] in terms of the magnetic current 
distribution in the coaxial aperture MJrill , the reaction concept is used [2]. In the above 
formulation we have used the same type of basis functions for expansion as well as for 
testing. This choice is known as a Galerkin moment method solution, which ensures a 
fast convergence [3]. Once the elements of [zzz] and [V'] are known, the unknown mode 
coefficients [I] can be determined by solving matrix equation (2.30). The time needed to 
solve this matrix equation can usually be neglected compared with the time needed to 
calculate the elements of [ZZZ] and [V']. 

2.4.2 Basis functions on the wire antenna 

In section 2.2 it is stated that it is assumed that the current on the wire antenna has no 
~component and depends only on the z-coordinate along the wire. In order to describe 
the current on the outer surface of the wire, we will expand this current in piece-wise linear 
basis functions, better known as rooftop basis functions. 

(2.32) 

with 

H~ - z) n=1 O~z~~ 

gn(z) = ~(z - Zn-l) n~2 Zn_l ~ Z ~ Zn 

HZn+l - z) n~2 Zn ~ Z ~ Zn+l 

In figure 2.3 the z-dependent part of the basis functions is shown. The total number of 
basis functions on the wire is N,. 
Note that the condition .1.( Z = ZF) = ii is satisfied through the choice of the last basis 
function (n = N,). All calculations are performed in the spectral domain. Therefore we 
have to know the Fourier transform of (2.32). Applying (2.12) then yields: 

(2.33) 

with k; + k~ = k'5f32• Jo is the Bessel function of the first kind with order zero. Some 
authors assume for the sake of symplicity that the current distribution along the wire 
antenna is concentrated on the axis of the wire. Setting a=O in the above expression gives 
the Fourier transform for this situation. 
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o h/2 zn-1 zn zn+1 zF 

Figure 2.3: Rooftop basis functions along the wire antenna 

2.5 Efficient evaluation of the matrix [ZZZ] 

2.5.1 Introduction 

An element of the matrix [ZU] can be calculated by using expression (2.31). Because of 
the fact that the Green's function is known in closed form in the spectral domain (kz, k., z) 
we shall rewrite this expression in terms of spectral domain quantities. 

ZU 
mn 

2/ ( ~ ~ - 411" 1sm t:nw;ro(x, y, z)..1zm(x, y, z) dSm 

= 411"2/ { [~]OO]OO ( Q(kz,k.,zo,z).J:n(kz,k.,zo)dzo J Sm 41r -00 -00 J zo 

e-ik,ze-ik'·dkzdk.].J.m(X, y, z) dSm 

= 1: 1: f. / .. Q(kz, k., Zo, z).J.n(kz , k., zo)dzo 

. [J. f. J.m(X, y, z)e-ik,ze-ik"dxdy] dzdkzdk. 

- 1:1:1 [L Q(kz,k.,Zo,Z).J-:n(kz,k.,zo)dzo] ·J;m(kx,k.,z)dzdkxdk. 

(2.34) 

Relation (2.21) has been used in the above derivation. The above expression can be 
simplified by introducing a change to polar coordinates ,i.e. kx = kof3 cos a and k. = 
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koJjsina. Because bothQ as well as J.n are a independent, an element of the matrix [Z%Z] 
is given by: 

(2.35) 

The two z integrations in (2.35) can be calculated analytically in the case of rooftop basis 
functions. This issue is discussed in the next section. After eliminating the z integrations, 
an element of the matrix [Z"] can be expressed in terms of one infinite beta integral. The 
fact that only one integral remains in the final expression for Z::n is due to the radial 
symmetry of the problem. Because test- en expansion functions are the same, the matrix 
[ZZZ] is symmetric. So only the elements of the lower triangle of [Z"] have to be evaluated. 

2.5.2 Analytical evaluation of the z-integrals 

In this section the analytical results of the two z-integrations in expression (2.35) are 
presented. Calculation of these integrals by hand requires much paper and a lot of patience. 
Therefore we have used the computer algebra software package Maple in order to find an 
analytical solution for the two z-integrations. Consider an element Z:n. We can distinguish 
three situations 

• n = m : self term. 

• n = m - 1 : subdomain m and subdomain n overlap each other. 

• n ~ m - 2 : subdomain m and subdomain n do not overlap each other. 

Each of the three situations will be examined in more detail. 

l.n=m 

zm-1 zm zm+1 

Z:':m = 211" {>O J.:~:' [1:~:' Q(Jj, Zo, Z).J~m(Jj, zo)dzo]J;m (Jj, z)k~f3dzdfJ 

= 211" 1'" J~(kofJa)k~fJ [m+' [[m+l Q(fJ, Zo, z).gm(zo)dzo]gm(z)dzd/3 
o %m-l %m-1 

= 211" 1"" Jg(ko/3a)k~/3I::m(/3)d/3 
(2.36) 
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with 

The last two terms in the above expression are due to the 8(z-Zo) term in Qzz (see (2.18)). 
According to (2.18) Qzz(zo < z) and Qzz(zo > z) can be written as: 

Substitute the above relations in (2.36) and use 9m(Z) according to (2.32). After performing 
the two z integrations analytically the final expression for I:;,zm takes the form for m > 1: 

I ZZ jw Po ( hfr 4(P) 4(32 
mm = ~{ - 3k5((32 _ fr) + hk~ fm - h2ktTm 

[frk2 (cos k1zm- 1 sin k1(d - Zm-l) - 4 cos k1zm- 1 sin k1(d - zm) 

+2 cos k1zm- 1 sin k1(d - Zm+l) + 4 cos k1zm sin k1(d - zm) 

-4 cos k1zm sin k1(d - Zm+l) + cos k1zm+l sin k1(d - Zm+l)) 

-jkl (cos k1zm- 1 cos k1(d - zm-tl- 4 cos k1zm- 1 cos k1(d - zm) 

+2 cos k1zm_1 cos k1(d - Zm+l) + 4 cos k1zm cos k1(d - zm) 

-4cosk1zm cosk1(d - zm+d + cosk1zm+l cosk1(d - Zm+l))]} 

(2.37) 

With fm = 1 for m ~ 2 and fm = t for m = 1. In the m=l case (half rooftop basis 
function) Zm and Zm-l should be set to zero. 
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ii. n=m-l 
gm-1(z) gm(z) 

with 

~ 
zm-2 zm-1 zm zm+1 

1:''.._1 = J.:~I 9m(Z) [J.:~:I 9m-l(ZO)Q .. (ZO < z)dzo 

+ J.:_I 9m-l(ZO)Q .. (ZO < z)dzo + [m 9m-l(ZO)Qzz(ZO > Z)dZO] dz 

+ Lm+, 9m(Z) [J.:~:l 9m-l(ZO)Q .. (ZO < z)dzo 

+ J.:~I 9m-l(ZO)QzZ(ZO < Z)dZO] dz 

jWl'o J.zm +-k2 9m(Z)9m-l(Zm-l ::; Z::; zm)dz 
f", 0 Z-_l 

15 

(2.38) 

The last term in the above expression is due to the c5(z - zo) term in Qzz (see (2.18)). 
Performing the z integrations analytically yields: 

I ZZ jwl'o ( hfr 2(32) 4(32 
mm-l = 7{ 12kJ«(32 - fr) - hkl - h2kfTm 

[frk2 (cos k1zm_2 sin k1(d - zm-tl - 2 cos k1zm- 2 sink1(d - zm) 

+ cos k1zm_2 sin k1(d - ZmH) + 5 cos k1zm- 1 sin k1(d - zm) 

-2 cos k1zm- 1 sin k1(d - Zm-l) - 2 cos k1zm_1 sin kl (d - Zm+l) 

-2 cos k1zm sin kl(d - zm) + cos k1zm sin k1(d - Zm+l)) 

-jkl (cos k1zm_2 cos k1(d - Zm-l) - 2 cos k1zm_2 cos kl (d - zm) 

+ cos k1zm_2 cos k1(d - ZmH) + 5 cos k1zm- 1 cos k1(d - zm) 

-2cos k1zm- 1 cos k1(d - zm-tl - 2 cos k1zm_1 cos kl (d - zm+tl 

(2.39) 
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If m - 1 = 1, i.e. m = 2, Zm-2 and Zm-l should be set to zero. 

lll. n < m - 2 

with 

zn-1 zn zn+1 zm-1 

Z~"n = 211" f' J~ (kof3a) k~f3 I:,. ... (f3)df3 

I:"Z" = J.:~, gm(z) [1::, gn(ZO)Q,,(zo < z)dzo 

+ E'+1 g,,(zo)Qzz(zo < z)dzo] dz 

+ J~m+' gm(z) [J~:, g,,(zo)Qzz(zo < z)dzo 

+ E'+' g,,(zo)Qzz(zo < z)dzo] dz 

Performing the z integrations analytically one obtains: 

zm 

I" mn 

jwpo 4jJ2 
= - h2PT [2 cos k1z" - cos k1z,,_1 - cos k1zn+d 

fr 1 m 

[ frk2 (2 sin k1(d - zm) - sin k1(d - Zm-l) - sin kl (d - Zm+l)) 

-jkl (2 cos k1(d - zm) - cos kl (d - Zm-l) - cos kl (d - Zm+l))] 

If n = 1, z" and Zn-l should be set to zero. 

Wire antenna 

zm+1 

(2.40) 

(2.41 ) 

2.5.3 Improved computational efficiency: source term extrac
tion 

The evaluation of the infinite f3 integrals is from a numerical point of view very time 
consuming. Especially if subdomain m touches or overlaps subdomain n. Therefore we 
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shall use the technique of [4] to improve the computational efficiency. Using this so called 
source tenn extraction technique the asymptotic form of the (3 integrand is subtracted 
from the original integrand, resulting in a fast converging integral. The infinite integration 
over the asymptotic form of the integrand can be calculated analytically. Other numerical 
problems associated with the evaluation of the infinite integral (for example poles due 
to surface waves) have already been discussed in [1], [4]. The reader is referred to these 
previous reports for more details. 
If I;;mn«(3) is the asymptotic form of I:':n«(3) then the source term extracting technique in 
formula form reads: 

Z:':n = 211" 10"'0 J~( ko(3a )k~(3I:''''«(3)d(3 

= 211" f J~(ko(3a)k~(3I:"n«(3)d(3 

+211" t" JJ( ko(3a )k~(3( I:"n«(3) - liimn«(3) )d(3 

+211" [0 J~(ko(3a)k~(3IH'mn«(3)d(3 

(2.42) 

The third term in the above expression can be evaluated in closed form. This term shall 
be called Ziimn: 

For the cases i., ii. and iii. of the previous section an analytical solution will be derived 
for this infinite (3 integral. 

l.n-m 

For large beta values one may write: 

k. "" -jko(3 

k2 "" -jko(3 

cosk.d "" 
1 kofJd (2.44) -e 
2 . 

sink.d "" _!..ekofJd 
2 

Tm "" ko(3(fr + 1) ( _~ekofJd) 
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Substitute these asymptotic forms in I:':n((3) of (2.37). This then gives: 

1 C2 ) hfr 
- h2~f32 kof3 - 4h - 3f32kJ m>2I1zm+1<d 

1 (lOfr + 14 ) hfr 
- h2k~f32 kof3(fr + 1) - 4h - 3f32k~ m>2I1zm+1=d 

1 C4 ) hfr 
- h2k~f32 kof3 - 4h - 3f32kJ m=2I1zm+1 <d 

In _ Jwp.a (2.45) 
Hmm - fr 

1 (12fT + 16 ) hfr m=2I1zm+1 =d - h2k~f32 kaf3(fr + 1) - 4h - 3f32kJ 

1 (6 ) hfr 
h2~f32 kof3 - 2h - 6f32kJ m=ll1zm+1<d 

1 (4fr+8 ) hfr d 
h2~f32 kof3(fr + 1) - 2h - 6f32kJ m = 1 II zm+1 = 

Insert the above expression for Iiimn(f3) in (2.43). Apparently two types of integrals have 
to be calculated, i.e. 

II = 1.00 
Jg(kof3a) df3 

• f3 

I. = 1.00 Jg(~a) df3 
(2.46) 

The first integral cannot be calculated analytically, but it can be reduced to a finite integral: 

II _ 1.00 Jg(kof3a) df3 
• f3 

1 1ko •• Jg(x) - 1 
- -log-kova-,- dx 

2 a x 

(2.47) 

with, = 0.577215 .... is Euler's constant. The second integral can be evaluated in closed 
form [5, p. 634]: 

12 = 1.00 Jg(~a) dfJ 

= JJ(~va) _ 4~a + 2k~a2v[J:(kova) + JJ(kova)] 

- 2koaJa( kova )JI (kava) 

(2.48) 
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iLn=m-l 

For large beta values l::m _ 1 (fJ) of (2.39) takes the form: 

.. (fJ) jwpo { 1 [ 8 ] h~.} 
I Hmm _ 1 = -;;:- - h2k~fJ2 2h - kofJ - 12fJ2kJ (2.49) 

In order to calculate Ziimm-l we have to use It and 12 of case i .. 

iiLn<m-2 

Now source term extraction is only used if subdomain m touches subdomain n, thus when 
n=m-2. For large beta values l::n (fJ) of (2.41) reads: 

n=m-2 
(2.50) 

otherwise 

In this case we have to use h of (2.48) in order to find a analytical solution for Z::n' 

2.6 Efficient evaluation of the excitation vector [VZ] 

2.6.1 Introduction 

In this section the evaluation of the elements of IV%] will be discussed. Numerical problems 
involved with the evaluation of the resulting infinite integrals will not be discussed here. 
An element of IV%] can be calculated using expression (2.31): 

% 2JJ, ~ ~ Vm = -411' . 'Hmwi •• (x, y, O).M,.ilI(x, y, 0) dxdy 
, •• 11 

(2.51 ) 

To facilitate the evaluation of the above expression, we shall rewrite it in terms of spectral 
domain quantities. First divide the magnetic field due to the currents on the wire at the 
coaxial aperture (z=O) in two components: Hmwi •• = 'Hmrer + 'Hmye •. Applying a change 
to polar coordinates and using (2.4) gives: 

V~ = 411l'(2~) J { . ('Hmycos¢ - 'Hmrsin¢)drd¢ (2.52) 
n G i,rd' 

with x = r cos ¢ and y = r sin ¢. Both components of the magnetic field at the point 
(x,y,O) are according to (2.22) given by: 

'Hmr(x, y, 0) = 412100 100 

{ Qhr%(z = O)J%m(zo)dzoe-ik,re-ik,vdkrdk. 
7r -00 -00 J zo 

'Hm.(x,y,O) = 412100 

[ { Qh.%(Z = O)J%m(zo)dzoe-;ksre-;k"dkrdky 
11'" -00 -00 J ZfJ 

(2.53) 
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Substituting (2.53) in (2.52) one obtains: 

V~ = In~!) i: i: i [Qh.z l", - Qhrzl"2)J.mdzodkzdk. (2.54) 

with 

I., -

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

and 

(2.56) 

In the above derivations use has been made of relations (3.915) and (5.56) of [5]. Because 
of the radial symmetry of the problem one would expect that the two-dimensional infinite 
integral of (2.54) can be transformed to a one dimensional integral. This becomes clear if 
we take a closer look at Qhrz and Qh.z of (2.22): 

jko/3sin a. . 
Qhr. = k,Tm [frk2 sm k,(d - zo) - Jk, cos k,(d - zo)] z = 0, Zo > 0 

jko/3 cos a. . 
Qh •• = k,Tm krk2 sm k,(d - zo) - Jk, cos k,(d - zo)] z = 0, Zo > 0 

(2.57) 

Use these expressions, (2.55) and (2.56) in order to eliminate one ofthe two infinite integrals 
in V~. We then finally obtain: 

411"2 k~V roo /3 
V~ = - In(~) 10 k,Tm [Jo(ko/3bl - Jo(ko/3al] 

10 J.m[frk2 sin k,(d - zo) - jk, cos k1(d - zol]dzod/3 
(2.58) 

The finite z-integral can be evaluated analytically for the case of rooftop subdomain basis 
functions. So only one infinite integral remains that has to be calculated numerically. 
Before a method for the efficient numerical evaluation of this infinite integral is presented, 
we shall take a closer look to the analytical solution of the z-integral. 
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2.6.2 Analytical evaluation of the z-integrals 

Consider subdomain m according to (2.32). The Zo integral in V~ can now be divided in 
two parts: 

with 

= k~h {f.k2[2sin k1(d - z .. ) - sin k1(d - Z .. _l) - sin k1(d - z .. +,)) 

-jkI!2 cos k1(d - z .. ) - cos k,(d - Z .. _l) - cos k1(d - z"+1)]} 

(2.59) 

2.6.3 Improved computational efficiency: source term extrac
tion 

The technique to reduce the computation time of the elements of the excitation vector 
[V'] is similar to the one discussed in section 2.5.3 for [zu]. Thus the asymptotic form 
of the (3 integrand is extracted for (3 ~ v from the original integrand resulting in a fast 
converging integral. The infinite integration over this extracted asymptotic form can be 
done analytically or can be approximated by a closed form expression. Thus: 

V~ = (V~ - VB .. ) + VB .. 

with 

kJ .. lk .. is the asymptotic form of kJ .. I~: 

(3 l' 
k1Tm H .. = 

1 2 
~(3 - k3(32h 

2 

k3(32h 

o 

m=l 

m=2 

(2.60) 
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In order to find a closed form expression for VAm we have to know the following two types 
of infinite integrals: 

II = roo [Jo(ko,8b) - Jo(ko,8a)] Jo(ko,8a) d,8 
J. ,8 

(2.61) 

1 = roo [Jo(ko,8b) - Jo(ko,8a))Jo(ko,8a) dQ 

2 J. ,82 fJ 

Both types of infinite integrals cannot be evaluated analytically, but it is possible to rewrite 
them in terms of a finite fast converging integral. The first integral II can be divided in 
two parts: 

II _ roo Jo(ko,8b)Jo(ko,8a) d,8 _ roo JJ(ko,8a) d,8 
J. ,8 J.,8 (2.62) 

lIb has already been discussed in the previous paragraph and is given by equation (2.47). 
The other part of the integral Ila is more difficult to determine. However, if we substitute 
for the Bessel functions their asymptotic form, a closed form expression for Ita can be 
found. Let 

{f( 7r sin(x-:!!:)) Jo(x) ~ - cos (x __ ) + 4 
7rX 4 8x 

Using only the first term of this approximation, Ita takes the form: 

ci(x) and si(x) are the cosine resp. sine integral defined by: 

.( ) 100 
cos td ax=- --t 

z t . 100 sin t SI(X) = - -dt 
z t 

(2.63) 
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A more accurate result can be obtained if more terms of the asymptotic expansion for Jo 
are used. The last step is now to calculate the second type of integral, i.e. 12 • Again this 
integral will be divided in two parts: 

12 _ /.00 Jo(ko(3b)Jo(ko(3a) df3 _ /.00 Jg(ko(3a) d(3 
• (32 • (32 (2.64) 

= h. + 12b 

12b is given by (2.48). The other part 12• can be expressed in terms of hypergeometric 
functions and a finite fast converging integral. The final expression for 12• becomes: 

1 1 1 (a)2 koa
2 

1 1 (a)2 
12• = ~ - kobF(2" -2'; 1; b ) - "2bF (2" 2'; 2; b ) 

(2.65) 

_ ,. Jo(ko(3b)Jo(ko(3a) - 1 df3 
10 f32 

F(o,f3;"'I;z) is a hypergeometric function defined on page 1039 of reference [5]. 

2.7 Some results 

The theory described in the previous sections has been implemented in a FORTRAN 
computer program. With this program it is possible to determine the unknown current 
distribution on the wire. Once this current distribution is known the input impedance 
(see (2.3» and the radiation characteristics (see chapter 4) can be determined. In this 
section an example of a wire antenna embedded in a substrate above a groundplane is 
discussed. The antenna dimensions (see figure 2.1) are given below. This antenna has also 
been analyzed in [6]. 

• ZF = 12mm 

• d= 12.5mm 

• f. = 2.1 tan 0 = 0.0005 

• a = 0.625mm 

• b= 2.05mm 

• Number of basis functions on wire: Nz = 5 

From literature of wire antennas in free space it is known that about 20 basis functions 
per wavelength have to be used in order to obtain acceptable results. Therefore we used 
5 basis functions on the wire in this case. Using more basis functions didn't change the 
results significantly. On the following pages the current distribution, the input impedance 
and radiation characteristics of the wire antenna are shown. The agreement between our 
results and results from literature is very good. 
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Figure 2.4: Real part of current distribution, f=3.5 GHz 
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Figure 2.5: Imaginary part of current distribution, f=3.5 GHz 
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Figure 2.6: Real and imaginary part of input impedance 

Figure 2.7: Input impedance presented in a Smith chart 
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Co- and Cross Polorisotion. 
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Figure 2.8: Radiation pattern 



Chapter 3 

Rigorous analysis of thick 
(broadband) microstrip antennas 
using a spectral domain moment 
method 

3.1 Introduction 

In [1],[4],[7],[8] a model was presented for the analysis of thin substrate microstrip antennas 
using a so called spectral domain moment method. This model fails if we want to analyse 
thick micros trip antennas, because the effects of the feeding coaxial probe are not included 
in the model. Here a more sophisticated and rigorous model of the feeding coaxial structure 
is presented. Furthermore, a special attachment mode is used to describe the current 
distribution at the coax-patch transition. A great disadvantage of such a rigorous model 
is the fact that the computing time becomes very large. However, using the efficiency 
improvement method described in chapter 2 and in [4] it is possible to obtain accurate 
results with a minimum of computation time. It should be noted that the method presented 
here can also be used for the analyses of thin microstrip antennas. Due to the rigorous 
modelling of the feed and due to the incorporation of an attachment mode in the analyses, 
the results obtained with this new method for thin microstrip antennas are better than 
those obtained with the old model of [1],[4],[7],[8]. 

3.2 Model description 

The general structure that we want to analyse is shown in figure 3.1. The patch is located 
in the z = z' plane and can have a dielectric cover. The feeding coaxial probe, located 
at (X., y.), may be connected to the patch, but this is not necessary, thus ZF ::::; z'. The 
substrate with a complex permittivity fr and thickness d is located above a perfectly 
conducting infinite groundplane. We will only consider rectangular microstrip antennas. 
Extension of this model to other patch shapes is straightforward. The fields of the TEM
mode in the coaxial aperture will be used as a source. 

27 
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Figure 3.1: Probe-fed rectangular microstrip antenna 
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3.3 Moment method formulation for thick microstrip 
antennas 

The moment method formulation is in this case similar to the formulation for the case of a 
wire antenna (see chapter 2). The only complication is the fact that apart from z-directed 
currents we now have x- and y-directed currents as well. 

3.3.1 Green's function 

In [lJ the Green's function of a horizontal x- or y-directed electric dipole embedded in a 
substrate above an infinite groundplane are given. In chapter 2 of this report the Green's 
function for a z-directed electric dipole was calculated. Combining these two results, the 
electric field in the substrate in the point (x,y,z) due to a general current distribution in 
the substrate is given by: 

With: 

Qzz Qzv Qzz 

Q(kz,kv,zo,z)= Qyz QVY Qvz (3.1) 

Qzz(!3, 0:, Zo, z) = 
Q"y(}3,o:,zo,z) - Q w ... P'·inkl% fiN T kl( 1)· k J. 2 1/% = 2cr kl TeTm e m - 1 fr - sIn }ZO sIn a 

Q"z(}3,o:,zo:5 z,z) = 
Qyy(}3, 0:, zo, z) = 
Qyz(}3,o:,zo:5 z,z) = 
Qzz(}3, 0:, zo, z) = 

~.'tl~~;:': [j(}32sin20: - <r)NeTm - }32sin20:k~«r - 1) sin k1zO] 

-Q%V = w""P~~;T,:kl%Q [<rk1 cos kl (d - z) + jkl sin k1(d - z)J 

jWkl'H( z - zo) 
'r 0 

_~ { cos klZO [<rk2 sin k1(d - z) - jkl cos k1(d - z)] 
crk1Tm 

cos k1z [<rk2 sin k1(d - zo) - jkl cos k1(d - zo)J 

zo:5 z 

zo;::: z 
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and 

Tm = k2fr cos kId + jkl sin kId 

Te = kl cos kId + jk2 sin kId 

k: = frk~ - k; - k! 
k~ = k~ - k; - k: 

k" = kofJ cos 01 k. = kofJ sin 01 

(Im(kd < 0) 

(Im(k2) < 0) 

The corresponding magnetic field at (x,y,O) is given by: 

With: 

Q """ Q"". Q"". 

Qh(k",k.,zo,O) = Qh." Qh .. Qh •• 

Qh." Qhz. Qhzz 

Q"",,(fJ, 01, ZO, 0) = 
j k~fJ2( fr - 1) sin 201 sin kIzO 

2l.~Tm 
Qh".({3, 01, Zo, 0) 

Ne jkofJ (fr -1)sin201sinkIzo 
- --+ 1'.e TeTm 

Q"". (fJ , 01, Zo, 0) = J~~;: 01 [frk2 sin kl(d - zo) - jkl cos kl (d - zo)] 

Qh.,,(fJ, 01, Zo, 0) = 
Ne _ jk~fJ2(fr - 1)cos201sin kIzO 

Te TeTm 

Qh •• (fJ, 01, Zo, 0) = 
jk~fJ2( fr - 1) sin 201 sin kIzO 

2TeTm 

Qh •• (fJ, 01, Zo, 0) = j~;: 01 [erk2 sin kl(d - zo) - jkl cos kl(d - zo)] 

Qh.,,(fJ, 01, Zo, 0) - ° 
Qh •• (fJ, 01, Zo, 0) = ° 
Qhu(fJ, 01, Zo, 0) = ° 

(3.2) 

Note that we are only interested in the tangential magnetic field at the coaxial aperture 
(z=O plane). Therefore only the case z=O is considered. The zeros of the functions Te and 
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Tm correspond to solutions of the characteristic equation for TE respectivily TM surface 
waves in a dielectric layer on an infinite ground plane. These zeros correspond to poles in 
the Green's functions. The numerical problems due to these poles will not be discussed in 
this report. More details can be found in [1, chapter 3]. 

3.3.2 Matrix equation 

A linear matrix equation can be derived by applying the method of moments on the 
boundary conditions on all the metallic structures. Again we shall use a Galerkin type of 
solution, i.e. test- and expansion functions are identical. Following the strategy of section 
2.4.1, a matrix equation can be derived with the general form: 

[Z][I] + [V] = [0] (3.3) 

The vector [I} contains the unknown mode coefficients of the ba.sis functions. The only 
difference with section 2.4.1 is the fact that we now not only have z-directed ba.sis functions 
on the probe, but also x- and y-directed ba.sis functions on the patch. The matrix [Z], the 
excitation vector [V] and the vector [I] can therefore be written in the form: 

with 

[ZOO] [ZO'] [ZaP] 

[Z] = [Z'O} [ZIf] [Z'P] 

[ZPO] W'] [ZPP] 

[V0] 

[V] = [V'] 

[VP] 

[I"] 

[I] = [I'] 

W] 

Z:!! = 411"l J J J i~(x,y,z).J::;(x,y,z)dxdydz 
V::; = 411"2 J J J £'ource(X,y, Z).J::;(x,y, z)dxdydz 

(3.4) 

In the above expressions a represents the attachment mode, f the modi on the coaxial feed 
and p the modi on the patch. Let's a.ssume that there is 1 attachment mode, Nz ba.sis 
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functions on the feeding probe, Nx x-directed and Ny y-directed basis functions on the 
patch. Then [zaa] is a 1x1 matrix, [z/a] a Nz x 1 matrix, [zpa] a (Nx+Ny) x 1 matrix, 
[ZP/] a (Nx+Ny) x Nz matrix, [Zff] a Nz x Nz matrix and [ZPP] a (Nx+Ny) x (Nx+Ny) 
matrix. Note that due to reciprocity the matrix [Z] is symmetric. In section 3.7 and 3.8 
it is discussed how the elements of the 9 submatrices of [Z] and of the excitation vector 
[V] can be determined in an accurate yet efficient way. Once [Z] and [VJ are known, the 
unknown mode coefficients, [IJ, can be calculated by solving the matrix equation (3.3). 
The time needed to solve this equation can usually be neglected compared to the time 
needed to determine [ZJ and [VJ. Therefore we have focussed our attention on the efficient 
calculation of the elements of [ZJ and [VJ. 
If the currents on patch and probe are known, the input impedance and radiation pattern 
can be determined. Let I(z=O) be the total current at the base of the feeding probe. Then 
the input impedance is given by ( see also section 2.2): 

v 
Z;n = I(z = 0) (3.5) 

V is the voltage between inner and outer conductor of the coaxial cable. The calculation 
of the radiation pattern is described in chapter 4 of this report. 

3.4 Attachment mode at the patch-coax transition 

One of the shortcomings of the thin substrate model of [lJ,[4J,[7J,[8J is the fact that the cur
rent distribution at the transition between the feeding probe and the patch is not included. 
This implies that current continuity is not satisfied in this region. To ensure continu
ity of current along this probe-patch transition a special attachment mode is introduced. 
Several attachment modes from literature have been considered. The attachment mode 
introduced in [10] is very rigorous but is very inefficient to use, because it's an infinite 
summation of cavity modes. The attachment mode used by [9J is computationally efficient 
but not rigorous, because the dependence of the patch current on the radial distance from 
the patch-probe transition is described with piece-wise linear and piece-wise constant func
tions. The attachment mode introduced in this report has an exact ~ dependence yet is 
computationally very efficient. In figure 3.2 two possible candidates are shown. The outer 
radius ba of the attachment mode has to be chosen properly. Tests in literature [11 J show 
that excellent results can be obtained if O.lA :$ ba :$ O.2~ where ~ is the wavelength in the 
medium of interest. 
In formule form these two attachment modes are given by: 

1t" = J..~+1; 

12
a 

= 12~+1; 
(3.6) 
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Figure 3.2: Attachmode mode at the patch-probe transition 
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With x = r cos tP and y = r sin tP. The feed part is in both cases a half rooftop function: 

We have chosen these two types of possible attachment modes for two reasons. First of all 
because they ensure continuity of current at the patch-coax transition and second because 
the Fourier transforms of these two modes is known in closed form. So they can be used 
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in combination with the spectral domain moment method. Using definition (2.12) for the 
Fourier transformation, the transforms of the two modes become: 

With 

J:(kz,k.,z) = J:p(kz, k., z) + i;(kz,k.,z) 

J;(kz, k., z) = J;p(kz, k., z) + Jj(kz, k., z) 
(3.7) 

z'_!!<z<z' 2- -

In the calculation of Jfp and J;p we have used the property that for a function with a radial 

dependence of the form F(r) = F(r)er = F(r)[i" cos 4> + e. sin 4», the Fourier transform is 
given by: 

(3.8) 

In the remaining part of this report only the first type of attachment mode is used. The 
derivations for the second type are very similar to that of the first one. 

3.5 Basis functions on the patch and coaxial probe 

Besides the attachment mode the unknown currents on the patch and probe of the mi
crostrip antenna have to be modelJed correctly. On the patch entire domain sinusoidal 
basis functions will be used. The unknown current on the probe is expanded in piece-wise 
linear (rooftop) basis functions. We have chosen for entire domain basis functions on the 
patch because only a few of these modes are needed in order to obtain accurate results. If 
subdomain rooftop basis functions were used on the patch, the number of basis functions 
would be much larger (often more then 100 [9)). So with subdomain basis functions on the 
patch it would almost be impossible to analyse finite arrays of microstrip antennas. On the 
patch the eigenmodes derived with the cavity model [12) are used as a set of basisfunctions. 
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The basis functions and their Fourier transforms on patch and probe (see section 2.4.2) 
are given by: 

patch 

j,:',,(x,y) = j{,z(x,y) = ~ 1 . k1r ( Wz) ez-sm- x+-
W, Wz 2 

1'Ir ( W.) cos- y+-
W. 2 

j:.(x,y) = J,~.(x,y) = ~ 1 l'lr ( Wz 
e. Wz cos Wz x + 2) 
. k1r( W.) 

Sln- y+-
W. 2 

k = 1,2, .. and I = 0,1,2, .. 

J::z(kz, k.) = JJ:lz(kz , ky) = ~F.(k, kz, Wz)Fc(l, k., W.) 

J::.(kz , k.) = Jt;.y(kz, k.) = e.Fc(l, kz, W.)F.(k, k., W.) 

with 

k odd 

k even 

I odd 

I even 

feed 

j!,.(x,y, z) = -2
1 

SJ(x - x.)2 + (y - y.)2 - a2gn(z)e. 
'Ira 

J!n(kz , k., z) = Jo(koJk~ + k;a)gn(z)e. = Jo(kof3a)gn(z)e. 

with 

H~ - z) n=1 O~z~~ 

gn(z) = Hz - Zn-l) n~2 Zn-l ~ Z ~ Zn 

*(Zn+1 - z) n~2 Zn ~ Z ::; Zn+l 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 
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Note that Zn = (n-;t)h (see figure 2.3). The first basis function on the probe is a half rooftop 
function. The mode coefficient of the first basis function is used to determine the input 
impedance. From convergence tests in literature it is known that using only the (k,I)=(n,O) 
x-directed and (l,k)=(O,n) y-directed entire domain basisfunctions on the patch, accurate 
results can be obtained. From tests that we have performed we concluded that the results 
obtained with the model presented in this report don't change significantly by using more 
basis functions. However, if one uses the model of [1,7,8] without a proper model of the 
feeding probe, one has to be carefull in choosing an appropriate set of basis functions. In 
the remaining part of this report the modes with an uniform distribution in the direction 
perpendicular to the current will be used as a set of basis functions on the patch. Including 
the other modes is straightforward. The technique to accelerate the method of moments, 
the so called "source term extraction technique", can also be used for these other modes. 

3.6 Source model 

The electric field of the TEM mode in the feeding coaxial cable is used as a source exciting 
the microstrip antenna. This model was also used in chapter 2 for the analyses of wire 
antennas in a substrate. The magnetic current distribution in the coaxial aperture (z=O 
plane) as a function of the applied voltage between inner and outer conductor of the coax 
is according to (2.4) given by: 

(3.11 ) 

Once the modecoeflicient of the first basis function on the probe is known the input 
impedance can be determined by using relation (3.5). 

3.7 Efficient calculation of the matrix [Z] 

The general form of the matrix [Z] is given by equation (3.4). Because of the symmetry 
of this matrix, only 6 of the 9 submatrices have to be calculated. In this section we 
shall discuss how the elements of these 6 submatrices can be calculated in an accurate yet 
computationally efficient way. The numerical problems associated with the evaluation of 
the resulting infinite integrals will not be discussed in this report. For more details on this 
topic one is referred to [1],[4]. The asymptotic extraction technique, also called the source 
term extraction technique, introduced in [4] will be applied here. Using this technique, an 
element of the matrix [Z] takes the general form after transforming all quantities to the 
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spectral (k .. , k.) domain {see (3.4)): 

Zmn = 4,,2 J J J fn{x,y,Z).jm(x,y,z)dxdydz 

= {OO 1# { { ~(/3, a, Zo, z) . .i,.(/3, a, Zo)]dzoi;'(/3, a, z)dzkUMad/3 Jo -.JzJzo 
= 1" {OO fdfJda 

-1r Jo 
= 1" {OO (f - f ••• mp )dfJda + 1" {OO f ••• mpd/3da -:11'10 -11' 10 
= (Zmn - ZHmn) + ZHmn 
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(3.12) 

With k .. = ko/3 cos a, k. = ko/3 sin a and f ••• mp is the asymptotic form of the /3 integrand of 
Zmn for large fJ values. In the above formula f.'>mp is extracted from the original integrand 
for all /3 values. In some cases however, we shall extract f ... mp from the original integrand 
for /3 ;::: v. The infinite /3 integral of the extracted term ZHmn can be divided in frequency 
independent parts. So these elements have to evaluated only once. In the following part of 
this section the integrand f and it's asymptotic form f •• omp will be determined for each of 
the matrix elements of [Z]. In order to do this the two z-integrations in (3.12) have to be 
evaluated analytically. Once f and f ••• mp are known, the extracted terms ZHmn can also 
be calculated analytically for most situations. 

3.7.1 [zaa]: attachment mode ~ attachment mode 

The first type of attachment mode of section 3.4 is now used as an expansion- and as a 
test function. Because there is only one attachment mode, the submatrix [Z··] contains 
only one element. The attachment mode can be divided in two parts, i.e. a patch part and 
a probe-feed part. Therefore Z·· can be divided in four parts: 

=z··+z··+Z··+Z·· pp p/ /p /I Z·· 
(3.13) 

= Z·· +2Z·· + Z·· pp p/ 1/ 

In the above expression p indicates the patch part and f the feed (probe) part of the 
attachment mode. Again the reciprocity concept can be used to show that Z;; = Z;;. 
From section 3.4 it is clear that the attachment mode has a radial dependence. Z·· can 
be written in the form: 

Z·· =4,,2 J J J f·(x,y,z).j·(x,y,z)dxdydz 

= {OO 1" { { ~(/3, a, Zo, z).i·(/3, a, Zo)]dzoi··(/3, a, z)dzk~/3dadfJ 
Jo -1t:}z}zo 

(3.14) 

Fortunately the z integrations and the a integration can be performed in closed form. The 
remaining infinite /3 integral has to be evaluated numerically. We shall now examine the 
three terms of (3.13) in more detail. 
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The patch part of the attachment mode is z independent. This means that the two z 
integration can be removed. According to (3.14), (3.7) and (3.1) Z;: is given by: 

With 

Z·· 
P!' 

= lOOj" ~(p,a,z',z')J;(p,a)]J;.(p,a)k~PdadP 10 -11' 

= loo L [QzzJ;zJ;: + Qz.J;.J;: + Q.zJ;zJ;: + Q •• J;'J;:] k~PdadP (3.15) 

The a integrations of these three double integrals can be calculated in closed form resulting 
In: 

(3.16) 

With 

G = _1 [2Jl (koPb.) _ J (L Q l] 
p. koP b.koP 0 "OfJ

a 

?ombining the above expressions to an expression for Z;: and rewriting it, finally results 
m: 

Z·· 
P!' 

= 27rjw~o 100 -Pkl sin klz' 
fr Jo Tm 

[k2fr cos kl(d - z'l + jkl sin kl(d - z'l] G:"'dP 
(3.17) 
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ii. Z;i 

One z integration can be eliminated because the patch part of the attachment mode is z 
independent. Z;j is therefore a three dimensional integral given by: 

(3.18) 

Using the expressions (3.1) and (3.7) the z- and a integration can be performed analytically. 
The final expression for Z;J is then given by: 

Z•• 411" roo jwpof3 [k k (d ') ·k· k (d '») pJ = h 10 kofrTm fr 2 cos I - Z + J I sm I - z 

[
hsink1z

l 
COSkIZ' _ coskl(ZI- ~)] J. (1.13 )G k2f3df3 

2kl + kl kl 0 A{) a p. 0 

(3.19) 

iii. Z'}j 

In this case three integrations, i.e .. one or integration and two z integrations, have to be 
(and can be) done in closed form. Using expression (3.7) for the Fourier transform of the 
feed part of the attachment mode, results in the following four dimensional integral: 

lOOl~ f." 2 h f." Zjj = -h{Z-Z'+-2} Q .. (f3,zo,z) 
o -11' z'-h/2 zl-h/2 

2 h 
h{zO - Zl + i}dzodzJJ(kof3a)k5f3dadf3 

(3.20) 

Because the integrand is or independent the or integral can be calculated very easily. The 
derivation of the remaining two z integrations is essentially similar to the calculation of 
the z integrations in the case of rooftop basis functions on a wire, described in chapter 2. 
Therefore we shall only give here the final expression for Zjj. 

Zji = 211" loo Ijj(f3)J~( koI3a )k~f3df3 (3.21 ) 
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With 

I;j(P) = 

In order to be able to use the source term extraction technique given by (3.12), the asymp
totic behaviour of the P integrand of an Zoo element has to be determined. For large P 
values we may write: 

k. ~ -jkoP 

k2 ~ -jkoP 
1 

COB k. d ~ _ekofJd 
2. 

sin k. d ~ _ !...ekofJd 
2 J ~ekofJ(d-") 

cosk.(d - z') ~ l ~ 
f -J ekofJ(d-z') 

sink.(d - z') ~ l 02 

Tm ~ koP(fr + 1)-=?ekofJd 

Te ~ _jkopekofJd 

N e ~ - j kopekofJ(d-z.) 

z' < d 

z' = d (3.22) 

z' < d 

z' = d 
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Substitute these asymptotic expressions in (3.15) , (3.19) and (3.21). Combining these 
asymptotic forms according to (3.13) results in the following form for the extracted part: 

Zit = [00 j~ [ [~.ppro"(P, 0, Zo, z).J"(P,o, zo)]dzoJo'UJ, 0, z)dzk~PdodP it) -wJzizo 

z' < d (3.23) 

= 

JWflo7r 

ko /.

00 ( 8Jf(koPb.) _ 161t(koPb.)Jo(koPa) 
• (fr + 1)~k5P2 (fr + l)b.hk5P2 

8JJ(koPa) _ kohJJ(kopa) _ (4fr + 12)JJ(koPa)) dR + (fr + l)hkoP 3P fr(fr + l)h2k5p2 I' z' = d 

Note that the asymptotic form for the case that z' < d (patch embedded in substrate) 
and for the case z'=d (patch on top of substrate) are different. In [4] the same effect has 
been observed for the case of sinusoidal basis functions on the patch. In (3.23) the lower 
P integration boundary is v instead of O. The reason for this is that some parts of the 
asymptotic form of the P integrand diverge for P --> O. The above integral contains four 
types of infinite integrals. These four types can be evaluated analytically or approximated 
with a closed form expression. The first type of integral can be evaluated very easily for 
v=O [5, 6.575]: 

(3.24) 

The second integral cannot be calculated analytically. For large P values however, the 
Bessel functions can be replaced by their asymptotic form. We shall use only the first term 
of the asymptotic form here. 

h = /.OOJt(bx)Jo(ax)dx 
• x 2 

/.

00 2 cos(bx - ~) cos(ax - 2!:) = __ 4 4dx 
• 7rv'iiii x3 

= __ 1_ (a + W [cosv(a + b) _ sin v(a + b) + ~ci(v(a + b))] 
7rv'iiii 2v2(a + b)2 2v(a+b) 2 

( _b)2[sinv(a-b) cosv(a-b) ~.( ( -b))]) 
+ a 2v2(a _ b)2 + 2v(a _ b) + 28t v a 

(3.25) 

With 

. 100 cost ct(x) = - -dt 
z t 

. [Sint 81(X) = - -dt 
z t 
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In order to obtain a more accurate result for 12 more terms of the asymptotic forms of the 
two Bessel functions have to be used. Closed form expressions using more terms can also 
be found. The third and fourth type of integral have already been examined in section 
2.5.3. 

3.7.2 [Zla]: feed modi +---+ attachment mode 

This matrix has Nz x 1 elements. Because the attachment mode contains a patch and a 
probe (feed) part, each element of the submatrix [Zla) is divided in two parts: 

zla = Zal 
n n = roo 1" { { ~(,8, a, Zo, z).l!n(l~, a, zo»)dzol·a(,8, a, z)dzk~,8dad,8 10 -1tJzJzo 

100 1" /. : I ~I ~.a 2 = !:J(,8, a, Zo, z ).J.n(,8, a, zo»)dzoJp (,8, a)ko,8dad,8 
o -" zo (3.26) 

+ roo 1" { { ~(,8, a, zo, z).J:n (,8, a, zo»)dzolj"(,8, a, z)dzk5,8dad,8 10 -1fJzizo 
= zlap + zlal 

n n 

Again the a- and z integrations can be performed analytically. Now let's examine the first 
term in more detail. 

zlap 
n 

(3.27) 

Using (3.1), (3.7) and (3.10) and performing the a- and z integrations analytically, one 
arrives at the following expression for z~ap: 

n=1 (3.28) 

The second term in (3.26), corresponding to the interaction between the feed part of the 
attachment mode and the n-th basis function on the feeding probe, can be obtained using 
the same strategy that was used in section 2.5.2. So again the a- and z integrations can 
be calculated analytically, resulting in: 

(3.29) 
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With for n :s N z - 1 

IIj' (fJ) = 
-2jW/lo(P { k [h k (d _ ') 2sin kt(d - Z/) _ 2sin kt(d - Zl + ~)] 

h2k4T £r 2 COS t z + k k 
f,. 1 mil 

'k [h' k(d ') 2coskt(d-z
/
) 2COSkt(d-ZI+~)]} +} t sm t - Z - k

t 
+ k

t 

I [1-COS(kti)] 

[2cosktzn - cosktzn+1- cosktzn _ t ] 2 ~ n ~ Nz-l 

n=1 

and for n=Nz (overlap between feed mode n and the attachment mode): 

h 2132 I,',a' (13) = }w/lo { fr 
£r 12k5(f32 - fr) h2kfTm 

[frk2 (-2 cos ktz' sin kt(d - Z/) - kthsin ktz' sin kt(d - Z/) 

+2 cos kt(Z' - h) sin kt(d - Z' + i) - 4 cos kt(Z' - i) sin kt(d - Zl + i) 

-kth cos kt(Z' - h) coskt(d - Z/) + 2kthcos kt(Z' - i) cos kt(d - Z/) 

-2coskt(Z' - h) sinkt(d - Zl) + 6 cos kt(Z' - ~)sinkt(d - Z/») 

-jkt (-2 cos ktz' cos kt(d - Zl) - kth sin ktz' cos kt(d - Z/) 

+2coskt(Z'- h)coskt(d- Zl +~) -4coskt(Z'- ~)coskt(d- Zl + i) 
+kth cos kt(Z' - h) sin kt(d - Zl) - 2kthcoskt(Z' - i) sin kt(d - Z/) 

-2coskt(Z'- h)coskt(d-z/) +6coskt(Z'- ~)coskt(d- Z/»)] } 

If n=l, i.e. Nz=1 then Zl - hand Zl - ~ should be set to zero in the above expression for 

IIj'(f3)· 
Similar to the case of Zoo, we want to use the source term extraction technique to improve 
the computational efficiency. Using the asymptotic forms of (3.22) an asymptotic form of 
the 13 integrand of an element of [Z'O] can be found. We now observe that the asymptotic 
form of the f3 integrand is unequal zero only if feed mode n attaches or overlaps the 
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attachment mode. We then finally get: 

n = Nz-1 

(3.30) 

2jW l'o1f 
= n=Nz 1\ d<z' 

n=Nz 1\ d=z' 

The three types of infinite integrals in zlin can be evaluated in closed form or approximated 
by a closed form expression. These integrals have already been discussed in the previous 
section. 

3.7.3 [Zpaj: patch modi +---+ attachment mode 

Again divide an element of the submatrix [zpa] in two parts: 

zpa = zap 
n n = [00 1" [~({3, a, zo, z').Ja({3, a, zo)]dzoJ~P({3, a)k5{3dad{3 10 -7r}zo 

= [00 1" ~({3, a, z', z').J;({3, a )]J:;"({3, <> )k~{3dad{3 10 -'/I' 

+ [00 1" [~({3, <>, zo, z').ij({3, a, zo)]dzoJ:;"({3, a)k~{3dad{3 Jo -'/I'lzo 

(3.31 ) 

= zpap + zpaJ 
n n 

The sinusoidal basis functions on the rectangular patch do not have a radial symmetry, 
which implies that the a integration cannot be calculated analytically. The z integration in 
Z!:"J however, can be performed analytically. So a two dimensional integral over a and {3 
remains that has to be evaluated numerically. Because of the symmetry in the a integrand 
of z~ap and z~aJ the integration range can be reduced to 0 ..... ~. We will only consider x
directed patch basis functions in this section. The derivation for y-directed basis functions 
is analogous. Making use of the a symmetry we finally obtain for a x-directed sinusoidal 
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patch basis function: 

z,..p = roo - j Wl'ok,f3 sin k,z' (-2 j J,(kof3ba) j Jo(kof3a)) 
HZ Jo frTm bak~f32 + kof3 

(k2fr cos k, (d - z') + j k, sin k, (d - z')) I: (f3)df3 

= roo '~t~!j2 (k2frcosk,(d - z') + jk,sink,(d - z')) Jo Itr m 
( ~ sin k, z' + COSk~' z' _ COB k, ~:' - ~)) Jo( kof3a )1;: (f3)df3 

(3.32) 

With 1:(f3) given by: 

• 
4j fo' cosasin(kof3x.cosa)cos(kof3y.sina)J~:(f3,a)da n odd 

1;:(f3) = (3.33) 
It 41' cosacos(kof3x.cosa)cos(kof3y.sina)J~(f3,a)da n even 

Now let's take a closer look at the asymptotic form of the f3 integrand of a Z:::, element in 
order to be able to use the source term extraction technique. Using (3.22) we find that: 

= 100 1" r ~approz(f3, a, Zo, z').J.(f3, a, zo)]dzoJ~(f3, a)k5f3dadf3 
11 -1I'1zo 

= jWl'o 100 

df3I;:(f3) 

( 
jJ,(kof3b.) + jJo(kof3a) _ jfrJo(kof3a)) ( :r 

kobo koh 2f3 2 z' = d 
fr + 1 

(3.34) 
z' < d 

Unfortunately we haven't been able to find an analytical solution for the infinite f3 integral 
in (3.34). 

3.7.4 [Zll]: feed modi +---+ feed mode 

In chapter 2 of this report an efficient way to calculate the elements of the matrix [Z II] 
has already been discussed. 
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3.7.5 [ZP/): patch modi ~ feed mode 

For an arbitrarily basis function l:;. on the patch and l!. on the feeding probe, an element 
of the submatrix [ZP/) is given by: 

Z:!n = Z£::. = {OO 1- {~(.8, a, zo, z')]£ ((3, a, zo))dZol.;."((3, a)~(3dad(3 (3.35) 10 -'If 1%0 

The patch is rectangular which implies that the basis functions on the patch have no radial 
symmetry. Therefore the a-integral in the above expression cannot be eliminated, but can 
be reduced to the range 0 --+ ~ due to the symmetry in the integrand. Fortunately the 
z-integral can be performed analytically. An element of [ZP/) can be expressed in terms of 
a two dimensional integral which has to be evaluated numerically. After eliminating the 
z-integration we finally obtain for a x-directed patch basis function: 

n=l (3.36) 

I;:' ((3) is defined in (3.33). For y-directed patch basis functions a similar expression can 
be derived. The extracted term zflmn is equal to zero for all basis functions on the feed 
except if subdomain n touches the patch. So for x-directed patch basis functions zflmn is 
given by: 

o 

ZP/ = 
Hm= 

Wilo 100 

hfrleo " Jo( ko(3a )/:'((3)d(3 

2wllo 100 

h(fr + l)ko " Jo(ko(3a)/:'((3)d(3 

, 
Zn+1 < z 

Zn+1=z'<d 

Zn+l = z, = d 

An analytical solution for the above infinite integral hasn't been found yet. 

3.7.6 [ZW): patch modi ~ patch mode 

(3.37) 

An efficient method for the evaluation of the (Nx + Ny)2 elements of the submatrix [ZPP) 
has already been presented in [4). 
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3.8 Efficient calculation of the excitation vector [V] 

The excitation vector [V] can be divided in three subvectors according to (3.4). the evalu
ation of each of the elements of these three submatrices will be discussed here. As in the 
case of the matrix [Z], we will use the extraction technique to improve the efficiency of the 
method of moments. An element of [V] is given by (see section 2.6): 

2JI, ~ ~ Vm = -41r 1-lm(x, y, O).M'rill(X, y, 0) dxdy 
frill 

41r
2
V JI, = -I (b) . (1-lm• cos </> -1-lmx sin </» drd</> n ; frill 

(3.38) 

with X = r cos </> and y = r sin </>. M'rm is given by (3.11). We shall now take a closer look 
at the elements of each of the three submatrices of [V]. 

3.8.1 [va]: attachment mode 

[Va] contains only one element because there is only one attachment mode. Divide this 
element in two parts, one related to the patch part of the attachment mode and one related 
to the probe part of the attachment mode. 

va = va, + Vap (3.39) 

The derivation of va' is analogous to the derivation of an element of [V'] which has already 
been discussed in section 2.6. The result is: 

with 

va' = 

I~'(f3) = k~h {frk2[h~, cos k,(d - z') - sin k,(d - z' + ~) + sin k,(d - z')] 

_jk,[-~k, sink,(d - z') - cos k,(d - z' + %) + cos k,(d - z,)]} 

(3.40) 
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According to (3.38) the second part, i.e. V·p, is given by: 

V·p = 4
/

71"(2;) j [ . ( 1i:P cos </> - 1i~P sin</» drd</> . 
n - Jjrdl 

= 1 V(b)ji,. 100 100 {(Qh~%J;%+QhwJ:V)COS</> n ; frdl -00 -00 

- (Qh%",J;% + Qh%~J;~) sin</>} e-jk'%e-jk'~dk%dk~drd</> 

V 100 100 

-jk.%. -jk.~. {(Q J. + Q J. ) 1 (3.41) - In(~) -00 -00 e e h~", p% hw W .. I 

- (Qh%",J;", + Qh%~J:.) 1 .. 2 } dk%dk. 

= 21:(1~ 100 L [Jo(ko/3b) - Jo(ko/3a)] { -2j:'~~~~b.) + jJoL~a)} 
(QhyrCOS2

0: + Qhw cos 0: sin 0: - Qh%r cos 0: sin 0: - Qh%~sin20:) do:d/3 

In the above derivation relation (2.55), (2.56) and (3.7) are used. Note that z = 0 and 
Zo = z'. From (3.1) it is clear that the 0: integration in the above expression can be 
evaluated analytically. Doing this and rewriting (3.41) then gives: 

4j7l"
2
koV [00 [J. (koab) _ J. (k a )] {-2jJI(ko/3b.) jJo(ko/3a)} 

In(!) 10 0 /J 0 OiJa b.k'5/32 + ko/3 

T~ (k2tr cos kl(d - z') + jkl sinkl(d - z'))d/3 

V·p = 
(3.42) 

The term V,:' used for the extraction technique 

V· = [V. - V;] + V; 

is equal to zero in most of the practical situations. Only for the case that the probe part 
of the attachment mode touches the groundplane (z=O) Vh• is not equal zero and is given 
by: 

(3.43) 

A closed form expression for the above infinite integral is given in section 2.6.3 by expression 
(2.64). 

3.8.2 [V']: feed modi 

The determination of these elements has already been discussed in section 2.6 of this report. 
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3.S.3 [PI: patch modi 

The strategy used in the previous sections can also be applied here. For the moth x-directed 
patch basis function the final expression for VO:: is given by: 

With 

2j1rko V roo (~ . 
V,:: = In(~) 10 [Jo(ko,8b)-Jo(ko,8a)]lo (Qh~zcosa-Qh",,,,sJna)~z 

{ 

-4j sin(ko,8x, cos a)dad,8 m odd 
cos(ko,8y,sina) 

4 cos( ko,8x, cos a )dad,8 m even 

(3.44) 

In the case of y-directed patch basis functions a similar expression can be derived. Because 
the patch never touches the groundplane, the extraction technique doesn't have to be used 
here. The ,8-integrand converges very fast to zero (~ e-il ). 

3.9 Some applications 

The model discussed in the previous sections of this chapter has been implemented in a 
FORTRAN computer program called EUMAT (Eindhoven University Microstrip antenna 
Analysis for Thick substrates). With this program it is possible to calculate the input 
impedance and the radiation characteristics of thick microstrip antennas. The theory for 
the calculation of the radiation characteristics (far field patterns) is discussed in chap
ter 4. We have compared our calculations with experiments performed in literature. In 
most cases a very good agreement has been found, both for thick and thin substrates. 
Three applications of the software package will be presented here, namely two conven
tional (electrically) thick microstrip antennas and one electromagnetically coupled thick 
microstrip antenna. The first antenna is a rectangular microstrip antenna which has been 
investigated experimentally by Chang [13]. The antenna dimensions are: 

• patch location z' = 3.175mm 

• substrate thickness d = 3.175mm 

• permittivity fr = 2.33 

• patch dimensions W", = llmm W~ = 17mm 

• inner radius coax a = O.635mm 

• outer radius coax b = 2.1mm 
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• excitation point X. = 4mm, y. = 0 

In figure 3.3 and 3.4 the calculated and measured [13] input impedance results are shown. 
The calculated E-plane and H-plane radiation patterns are given in figure 3.5 and 3.6. 
The second antenna is also a conventional rectangular microstrip antenna on a (electrically) 
thick substrate. The antenna dimensior.s are: 

• patch location z' = 21.6mm 

• substrate thickness d = 21.6mm 

• permittivity fr = 2.05 tan 6 = 0.0005 

• patch dimensions W .. = W~ = 67.9mm 

• inner radius coax a = 1.5mm 

• outer radius coax b = 5mm 

• excitation point X. = 21.95mm, y. = 0 

In figure 3.7 and 3.8 the calculated and measured values of the real and imaginary part of 
the input impedance are shown. The agreement between measurements and calculations is 
very good. In figure 3.9 and 3.10 the calculated E-plane and H-plane radiation patterns of 
the antenna are given for f=1.2 GHz. A great disadvantage of thick substrate microstrip 
antennas is the fact that it is difficult to match these antennas to 500. Because of the 
inductive shift in the input impedance of this thick substrate microstrip antenna, the 
use of a compensating network is necessary. The use of such a network would increase 
the complexity (and production costs) of the total antenna. A possible solution for this 
problem can be the second antenna that we have investigated. In this case the patch is 
electromagnetically coupled to the coaxial probe, i.e. ZF < z'. The dimensions of this 
antenna are: 

• patch location z' = 21.8mm 

• substrate thickness d = 21.8mm 

• probe height ZF = 21.55mm 

• permittivity fr = 2.05 tan 6 = 0.0005 

• patch dimensions W .. = W~ = 38mm 

• inner radius coax a = 1.5mm 

• outer radius coax b = 5mm 

• excitation point X. = 16mm, y. = 0 
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In figure 3.11 and 3.12 the calculated input impedance and VSWR ratio are shown for this 
antenna. The bandwidth of the antenna is better than 40 % (VSWR < 2). The calculated 
E- and H-plane radiation patterns of this antenna are given in figure 3.13 and 3.14 for f=2 
GHz. The far field characteristics of this antenna are not so good as the radiation patterns 
of the previous two antennas. Due to the (long) probe, the patterns are asymmetrical and 
the cross-polarisation level is higher. 
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Figure 3.13: E-plane pattern of EMC coupled microstrip antenna, f=2 GHz 
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Chapter 4 

Radiation pattern of thick 
microstrip antennas 

4.1 Far field pattern 

After applying the method of moments we have an approximation for the currents on the 
patch and on the feeding coaxial probe. The easiest way to determine the far field pattern 
is to use Huygens' principle. This means that the sources in the dielectric substrate are 
replaced by an equivalent electric and magnetic current distribution on the upper surface 
of the substrate, denoted S (see figure 4.1) . This can be simplified if we assume that the 
infinite plane S is a perfect electric conductor. In this case only the equivalent magnetic 
current remains and is given by: 

(4.1) 

We can eliminate the presence of the perfectly conducting infinite plane S by applying 
image theory, i.e. replace jm by 2jm and remove the perfectly conducting plane. A 
relation between the tranversal electric fields in the dielectric layer and the vector potential 
at the point r= (x,y,z) in free space is given by [2]: 

~ fO J J ( ~ eikol>'"-~ol 
A( f') = 411" iv 2.Jm jr _ rai dro (4.2) 

Note that ro = (xo, Yo, zo) represents a source point and Vo is the volume enclosing the 
source currents. In the far field region where ifl ~ irai the electic field is given by: 

~ jkoe-ikor J 1 ~ ·ko· • £(f') = er 2.Jm(xO,yo,d)e) e,.rodxodyo 
411"r S 

(4.3) 

er is an unit vector in the r direction. Far fields are usually expressed in terms of spherical 
coordinates (r,8,rjJ) instead of cartesian coordinates (x,y,z). The coordinate system is 
defined in figure 4.2. 
The dot-product er.ra can be written in the form: 

~ ~ xXo + yYo + zZo. . 8 . 8 er.ro = = Xo Sin 8 cos rjJ + Yo Sin Sin rjJ + Zo cos (4.4) 
r 
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Combining equation (4.3) with this last expression results in: 

f(T) = 
(4.5) 

Now let k., = kosinllcos¢ and k. = kosinllsin¢. The integral over Sin (4.5) can then be 
written in terms of the spectral domain electric field: 

J is fm( Xo, Yo, d)eiko(k • .,oH·I/O)dxodyo 

= 1.: 1.: [f(xo, Yo, d) x ez]eiko(k • .,oH·I/O)dxodyo 

= E(k." ky, d) x ez 

(4.6) 

Using this important result, the far field can be expressed in a closed form expression: 

(4.7) 

With k., = ko sin II cos ¢, k. = ko sin II sin ¢ and E = E.,e., + Eye.. The electric field in 
the spectral domain can be written in terms of the current distribution on the patch and 
feeding probe in the spectral domain. At the plane zo = d the spectral domain electric 
field is according to (3.1) given by: 

= I ""* I Q( k." ky, z ,d).Jpatch( k." ky, z ) , 
+ /OZ Q(k." ky, zo, d).~eed(kx, ky, zo)dzo 

(4.8) 

Note that we have neglected the magnetic current source in the coaxial aperture in the 
above expression. Because an approximation of J~.tch and flood is known in terms of 
expansion functions, the far field pattern can be calculated very easily with (4.7). Note 
that the z-integration in (4.8) can be calculated analytically. The corresponding magnetic 
field in the far field region can also be determined by using the relation: 

(4.9) 
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4.2 Circular polarization 

The far field pattern derived in the previous section is essentially a linear polarized field, 
because we only considered one feedpoint for the micr08trip antenna. Using two feeding 
probes with a 90 degree phase difference, a circular polarized far field pattern can be 
obtained at broadsight (9 = <P = 0). For other angles the polarization of the far field will 
be elliptical. The electric far field can now be divided in two components, i.e. a Right 
Hand Circularly polarized wave (RHC) and a Left Hand Circularly polarized wave (LHC): 

With 

and 

i = Eeee + E~e~ 

= ELeL+ EReR 

EL = ~(Ee - jE~) 
ER = ~(Ee + jE~) 

( 4.10) 

EL is the LHC component and ER the RHC component of the wave. If one of these two 
components is zero, the far field is perfectly circularly polarized. A quantity that can 
be used to describe the polarization mismatch is the axial ratio (AR). The axial ratio is 
defined by: 

(4.11) 

The axial ratio is used here to describe the polarization mismatch, because this quantity 
is easy to measure. 



Chapter 5 

Conclusion 

Electrically thick microstrip antennas, fed by a coaxial cable, can be analyzed using a spec
tral domain moment method with a proper model for the feeding coaxial structure and by 
incorporating the current continuity at the patch-coax transition. A special attachment 
mode is used at this transition to describe the current distribution in an accurate way. The 
efficiency of the method of moments can be significantly improved by using the source term 
extraction technique, where a great part of the infinite integrals involved with the method 
of moment formulation is calculated analytically. Computing time can also be saved by 
selecting a set of basis functions that describes the current distribution on the patch and 
probe in an accurate way, using only a few terms of this set. 

Electrically thick microstrip antennas have broadband characteristics. However, a proper 
match to 50 n is often difficult to achieve due to an inductive shift in the input impedance. 
Another microstrip structure is proposed in order to avoid this matching problem. The 
patch is now electromagnetically coupled to the coaxial probe. With this antenna a band
width of more than 40 percent can easily be obtained. The radiation pattern of this antenna 
is somewhat asymmetrical and the cross polarisation level is deteriorated. Therefore more 
research has to be performed on this type of microstrip antenna. 
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